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ABSTRACT
Phenomenological fits to the hard X-ray spectrum of AM Herculis left
unexplained the high equivalent width (O.a ± 0.1 keV) of Fe Ka emission. A
purely thermal origin implies a much steeper spectrum than was observed. We
have investigated with Monte Carlo calculations scattering and fluorescent
'line production in a cold or partially ionized accretion column of hard X-rays
emitted at the base. The strength of the iron emission and the flat spectral
continuum can be explained by the2 effects of flt!tjrescence and absorption
within the accretion column and the surface of the white dwarf on a thermal
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2X-ray spectrum. Thomson optical depths across the column in the range 0.2 -
0.7 are acceptable. The accretion rate and gravitational power can be deduced
from the optical depth across the column, if the column size is known, and,
together with tie observed hard X-ray and polarized light luminosities, imply
a lower limit for the luminosity in the UV to soft X-ray range, for which the
observations give model-dependent values. Estimates of the column size differ
b;,,! a factor of 40. Small spot sizes and low luminosities would be consistent
with the soft component being the expected reprocessed bremsstrahlung and
cyclotron radiation, although the constraint of matching the spectrum confines
us to solutions with fluxes exceeding 20% the Eddington limit, for which our
approximations may not hold. The larger spot sizes are consistent with our
fi t tv IC IFle spec trum, but- a rirechan i sm woul d be needed to enhance the soft
component luminosity at the expense of the hard X-rays.
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31. INTRODUCTION
The hard X-ray spectra of AM Herculis includes strong Fe emission
(Rothschild et al. 1981; Pravdo 1979). The equivalent widths obtained in
model fits for sever4l detectors and observations (0.5-1.0 keV) were all too
high to be explained as thermal emission by gas as hot as the lower limit of
26 keV needed to fit the high energy continuum and there was no evidence
within the models tried, for gas of cooler temperatures. Rothschild et al.
deduced from the X-ray light curves and optical polarization measurements that
the emission region must not extend more than — 1% of the white dwarf radius
	 I
above the surface and should cover N z x 10' 3 of the surface. These values
correspond to an accretion column radius N 10% of the white dwarf radius.
i
This picture suggested that the albedo of the white dwarf could observably
affect the spectrum. The idea allowed a better fit to the continuum over the 	
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extended energy range, but it did not explain the strength of the Fe emission
as long as the abundances (of the freshly accreted material) were near
	 Y;^`!
solar. Calculations by reai (1979) and Basko (1978) imply an equivalent width
n
of < 0:3 keV. Thus while an assumed bremsstraElur ►g emission spectrum, an
albedo enhancement of the hard X-rays, an absorbing column and line emission
gave an acceptable phenomenological fit to the data, the amount of line
emission was unexplained and the absorption by column material was not
	 {	 j
required to be consistent with the accretion rate and the viewing tangle.
Spectra for spherical accretion onto non-magnetic white dwarfs have been
calculated b	 lafis and Lab 1979.198	 0y Ky	 m (	 2) for the possible accretion rates
and white dwarf masses, assuming that the accreting material is completely
f
ionized behind the shock that is formed. They calculated the flow, the
structure of the shock region, the bremsstrahlung of the hard X-rays and
.reprocessing of these in the white dwarf and the inflowing material. They
i
4used Monte Carlo calculations to determine the spectra for a given flow
structure and took the effects on the structure into account iteratively. The
resulting spectra are significantly steeper than ache data from AM Her at
energies below — 15 keV and the Fe emission feature is not addressed. Kylafis
(1978) and Ross and Fabian (1980) agreed that heavy elements in the inflowing
material should produce significant absorption edges, although their different
approaches and quantitative results disagree. For accretion in a column, more
photons will escape without being either down-scattered in energy or absorbed,
so that detailed agreement between the Ail Her data and any of the spherically
symmetric calculations is not expected.
If the geometry of an accretion column, a shock close to the white dwarf
surface and a spectrum generated in the shock region are assumed, the observed
spectrum can be calculated. In this paper we show that only for a restricted
range of column parameters can any emission spectrum agree with the
observations and further, that some aspects of the emission spectrum are also
prescribed. We wish to address the following questions; (1) Can the Fe
emission be explained without postulating that the Fe abundance is enhanced?
(2) Can geometric effects, namely the presence of the column, increase the
equivalent width by maintaining a large solid angle of fluorescing material,
yet keeping a low transverse opacity to allow the fluoresced line and the
lower energy flux to escape? (3) Can the Fe emission be used as an indicator
of the conditions in the emission region and give independent information
about the accretion rate? The luminosity of the component which is seen in
the 1,4 keV X-rays and how it arises have been at issue (Raymond et al. 1979;
Pabbiano et al. 1981; Kylafis and Lamb 1979, 1982; King and Lasota 1979;
Frank, King and Lasota 1982; Kuijpers and Pringle 1982; King 1582). An
independent approach to estimate the gravitational power would be useful.
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5We assume a flat hard X-rq emission region at the bottom of the
accretion[ funnel. A Monte Carlo calculation gives the emergent spectrum,
angular distribution and distribution up the column of photons of a given
energy > I keV. We then ask whether for given choices of the density at the
base of the column (just above the shock), the radius of the column and the
radius of the white dwarf, there is some choice of input spectrum which can
`	 match the data.. Finally we ask whether such a spectrum is consistent with
being produced in the accretion indicated by the column parameters. We do not
follow the fate of photons absorbed and reemitted, below I keV. For our
purposes they are absorbed. The models we tried are detailed in Section II.
Section III describes the equivalent widths and continua generated for a range
of column parameters and emission spectra. The implications of the restricted
parameter ranges that fit the data are discussed in Section IV. Our
conclusions are summarized in Section V.
After this work was completed, we found that Imamura and Durisen (1983)
have calculated spectra for a totally ionized accretion column. Our
approaches differ, but some of the results such as the qualitative behavior of
the angular dependence, are the same, independent of the different assumptions
about the ionization above the shock and the spectrum produced in the emission
region. However the emergent spectra are crucially dependent on these
differences and the competition of cooling mechanisms also depends on them.
II. MODELS
We investigated a variety of situations, but in all we assumed a "pill
box" shaped high temperature emission region at the base of a cylindrical
column as shown in Figured . In all the Monte Carlo calculations the height
was assumed infinitesimal. We discuss below the effect of a finite shock
height (h in Fig. 1). Photons were created uniformly over the base and
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6isotropic in direction. For a stellar radius R and height z above it we
usually took the density to fall as (R+Z)- 3/2 , as for spherical `infall
(neglecting radiation pressure). The ( R+z )-' /2 dependence that collimation by
an undistorted dipole field would imply did not produce significantly
different results. Radiation pre;;sure should not appreciably alter the flow
unless the flux in the soft component approaches the Eddington limit. Imamura
and Durisen (1983) found effects of a few percent in their calculations. Mean
free paths for a total cross section for absorption or scattering were chosen
and each photon was tested for having escaped the column or , white dwarf and
for crossing the column-white dwarf boundary. A photon not escaping was
scattered or absorbed and above the threshold of 7.1 keV a further choice
allowed it to fluoresce a 6.4 keV photon with probability 0.34 (Hatchett, fluff
and McCray 1976), if absorbed by Fe. The scattering angle, a was distributed
as l+cost a and the energy of the photon changed from E to
E/(1 + (1 - cos e)E/m ec 2 ). Calculations were done for a grid of energy bins
and when the photon moved across a bin boundary the cross sections were
changed to those of the new bin center. Results for albedo alone were
compared to those of Bai and Ramaty (1978) for the sun for 30 keV and 20 keV
bremsstrahlung, with deviations of — 10% attributable to the coarseness of our
energy grid. The equivalent widths and general shape of the continuum were
insensitive to such effects, however.
We used the photoionization cress sections for neutral elements (Storm
and Israel 1967), but assumed H and He fully ionized by the soft X-ray
source. For the higher Z elements we used the "solar" abundances chosen by
4.
Fireman (1974). In particular that of Fe is 4 x 10- 5 of H by number, which
Fireman took as an average of Wi.thbroe's preferred values for the solar
photospheric and coronal measurements (Withbroe 1971), and which has been
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substantiated by more recent work (Blackwell and Shallis 1979). It is
unlikely that the abundance of Fe is as much as twice the value we adopt
(Pagel and Edmunds 1981).
We considered the contributions of the elements C through Ni in 3 groups
according to the K-shell ionization energy: (1) C O 0, Ne, (2) Mg, Si, and S
and (3) Ar, Ca, Fe and Ni, except that the Fe L shell contribution was
included with the first group. A simple allowance for the effects of
photoionization could then be made by adjusting a fraction of the elements'
contributions to the effective cross section. We discuss below results for
the column material bein g "cold	 i.e. with no ionization assumed for Z > 2,,
and "partially ionized", that is, with part of higher Z elements stripped ,just
above the shock. Close enough to the emission region for optically thin
conditions to apply, the elements in the 3 groups should be stripped
for g X > 102 0 103 and 3 x 103 , respectively, where ^ = -L for a point
nz
source luminosity L at a distance z, a density n and a 15 keV exponential
spectrum (Hatchett, Buff and McCray 1976). For a non-point source the
quantitj corresponding to 9 x is 41TcU/n, where U is the radiation energy
density and c the velocity of light. For a 3 x 10 5
 K blackbody flux of
1034-1034.5 ergs s-1 and a 30 keV bremsstrahlung flux of 10 32.5' ergs s-1,
which might better represent the AM Her case, we found using G. ferland's
photoionization program (Ferland and Truran 1980,1981) that the critical range
of the bremsstrahlung g  for an infinite half space was 20-40 for fully
ionized 0 to go from 1% to > 50%. Trapping of radiation may decrease the
required values of ^ x somewhat. Along the axis of the column, at height z > h
(see Figure 1) the hard X-ray shock region luminosity LBR should give an
effective g x N (LBR/noRc2) ten (1 + Rc 2 /z2 ) for density no above the shock.
With T.L = 2 no aT Rc
 , column base area f4w R2
 and R = 5 x 108 R1
 cm, gx — 20
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8(LBR/2 x 1032 ) (0.3/,1) (2 x 10"3/f) 1/2 R 1 " 1 kn(1 + R,2/z2 ), For our
estimated values of L BR, Tl and f (discussed below), a majori ty of the 0 would
be stripped at z N h. Possible parameter values could give 9. - 500 over a
scale height Rc however. The low energy (0.5-2 keV) output is sensitive to
the ionization state in the lower part of the column. The partially ionized
model for which we give results below assumed 90% of C, 0, hie and the Fe L
shell stripped and 50% of Mg, Si and S in a region of height Rc. These
ionization levels should be reasonable upper limits for the pre-shock
accreting gas.
While recognizing that heavy elements would be ionized only close to the
shock, Imamura and Durisen (1983) argued that because most of the hard X-rays
are scattered out of the funnel by the photoionized part .just above the shock,
a completely ionized funnel should be a reasonable model. We are interested,
however, in just those aspects of the problem, the Fe line and the slope of
the spectrum, which are sensitive to this difference.
We also calculated results for a completely ionized column with T
I 
up
to - 7. The number of scatterings Is then  large for most photons and the
spectrum steepened at high anergies as in the spherical accretion calculated
by Kylafis and Lamb (1982) and the funnel accretion calculated by Imamura (end
Durisen (1983). However the spectrum rises much more .steeply below - 6 keV
than do the data. This is still true for the funnel accretion, even though
the steepening is less severe than for the spherically symmetric case (Imamura
and Durisen 1983).
For low accretion rates shocks are expected to be higher above the white
dwarf surface and we can expect to "see". the sides of the shock region. The
ratio of radiation escaping out the sides to that entering the column or the
white dwarf should be < h/Rc , where
I^	 ;
9	
h/Rc , 1 /2(h/R)f" 1/2 , 0.1 0/0.01R) (2 x 10" 3/f) 1/2 .	 (1)
We considered the effect of such a contribution approximately by adding a
fraction of unaltered emission spectrum.
Rothschild et al. (1981) concluded that when a Gaunt factor was included,
and albedo enhancement of high energies allowed for, the high energy falloff
was like that of a 30+15 keV thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum. We found that,
indeed, for a wide range of column models a component with kT N 30 keV was
needed to give the behavior above a 10 keV. 100 keV was qualitatively too
hard and 20 keV too steep. Thus at high energies the phenomenological model
approximated fairly well the situation we assume here. As a first approximate
emission region spectrum we rook 0 keV hremss tnahl i,nn w4 +h n r_ms,n+.^, +-3 ^
	 i. ••	 ..	 ! ulu t u./ !y T. I VI	 u %A%4 %A U
factor (a E' 0 ° 3 ) and a 0.1 keV equivalent width line at 6.9 keV. However the
emission region in which the shocked gas cools is expected to have a
temperature distribution in which the cooler denser gas gives a high
differential emission measure. Furthermore, the cooling time (2x1011T1/2n"1s)
exceeds the recombination time for Fe ( N 1012 n" 1 s) so that Fe in several keV
gas should contribute 6.7 and 6.9 keV lines. The continua produced at these
temperatures are ineffectual in producing a fluorescent Fe line. The amount
of lower temperature gas which can be compatible with the observations depends
on the assumed ionization conditions, since the contribution to the observed
continuum can be masked by absorption.
To study the effect of lower temperature contributions, it seemed
	
adequate to represent them by a thermal component with kT = 5 keV and an
	 ^.
associated emission line at 6.7 keV with an equivalent width of 1.5 keV.
Comparison showed that spectra output from spherically symmetric shock
calculations in which Compton cooling by a specified soft component was
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included could be approximated by our 2 temperature simplification.. The
latter is more general, if we do not assume a theory of the production.
However, it is important that it could approximate spectra theoretically
expected, even if spherically symmetric calculations are n.nt- exactly
appropriate. For the low shock height implied by the observations we expected
the spherically symmetric calculations to be reasonable estimates and this is
indeed born out by the results of Tmamura and qurisen (1983) for the funnel
geometry and the completely ionized column. (The latter assumption would also
influence a self-consistent calculation of the structure of the post-shock
region.)
We calculated the structure of the postshock regions for spherically
symmetric infall as described in Ross and Fabian (1980), except that instead
of calculating the blackbody luminosity self-consistently, we calculated
results for a grid of assumed blackbody luminosities, in order to allow for
its possible enhancement, by nuclear burning, for example. Results generated
for those values which are produced in a self-consistent calculation agreed
with the latter. Radiation pressure effects were neglected as unimportant at
low accretion rates and luminosities. As in Kylafis and Lamb (1979) the ratio
of eneray density to flux was taken to be constant, while in Kylafis an^ Lamb
(1982) a more accurate estimate was used. The shock stand-off distances we
obtained in the self-consistent calculations agreed, as they should, with
those tabulated in Kylafis and Lamb (1982) for low accretion rates. At
accretion rates 10% of the Eddington limit, the correction gives shock heights
lower by a factor of about 2.
The spectra emitted in the Compton cooled shock regions were calculated
including the thermal line emission expected according to the models by
Raymond aryd Smith (1977; 1979). (Pravdo and Smith 1979 give a table of the
3	 ^!
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equivalent width of the 6.7-6.r keV Fe XXIV and Fe XXV complex as a function;
s 
of temperature for CFe/Hj w 2.5 x 10-5.)
In summary,, the models for which results are given in Section IV are (1)
a cold column w1th 30 keV bremsstrahlung emission spectrum, (2) a partially
ionized column for 30 keV, (3) the same as (1) or (2) with addition of 10% of
the emission spectrum, (4a) a partially ionized column with 30 keV plus 5 keV
(number spectrum p a E-1.3 exp(-E/30) + X E" 1.4 exp(-E/5)), and (4b) cold and
partially ionized columns with emission spectra from spherically symmetric
shock models.
f	
III. RESULTS
k'	 {
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Both the equivalent widths and continua depend on the optical depth'
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for 1	 ^;I	 across the column and a re insen si ti ve e to ai^ s frerent	 ol VCs ofc n	 RC and R , or
given T i . The total equivalent width of the fluorescent and thermal
components is shown in Figure 2. As might be expected, for models (1) and 	 t74^
(2), the fluorescent equivalent width increases with •ri . The column	 ±
effectively gives an albedo similar to that from the wh'(te dwarf. For a
Y
given T, the partially ionized lower column gives a higher equivalent width.
1
The value shown for Ti. = 0.01 is that for the albedo diluted by the source 	 {
seen directly, equivalent to the optically thin column for a very low
L
accretion rate.
^'	 r
	The band shown for AM Her is for the best HEAO 1 A-2 xenon detector
	
r
^x measurement (0.84 t 0.09 keV), which agreed with all the others from similar
detectors. For the argon detector the equivalent width of a single line was
i
more model dependent (0.53 :^ 0.09 versus 0.7 keV), although its energy range
and channel resolution should make itmore sensitive to faults in the
models. The requisite large total equivalent width cannot be obtained from
sa	 fluorescence alone unless T, > 1 	 Then, as Figure 3c shows, the continua are
before leaving.
If low temperature emission is ii
0.7-0.8 keV can be obtained for TI in
Z&.
flatter or harder than the data and the absorption edge due to Fe too deep.
(The data give a 90% upper limit of 0.7 to an increment in optical depth at
7.1 keV). Figure 2 indicates those models for whoich the continuum fit was
adequate. For an emission spectrum of such high temperature that the
associated thermal line emission is small and conditions such that the
continuum fits the data, the equivalent width of the emission feature (due to
fluorescence) is too low.
In Figure 3 the observed spectrum is drawn down to 0.5 keV. The WFAO 2
Solid State Spectrometer measurements (Swank and Szkody 1984) indicate that
the low energy turnover represented in the fits to data above 2 keV by
absorption does not extrapolate as exp(»NHar(E)). We can expect the true
Ionizati on C 9TH ^ them. !*h1/iM *n kn wn.ww..,lww.e	 s.-._-._ LLState i 	 column Cv ue -DO IC'r4he "4' uCtwee 1 title cases	 in our models
1 and 2, so :,x)actra which are too steep with the cold column or too flat with
our Oortl illy ionized model we regard as unacceptable.
If a spectrum is too flat, but has a large fluorescent line emission it
can be diluted by some unabsorbed emission even if the latter does not contain
a thermal line flux. It is possible to get fits with such models for high TI,
although the constraint of large enough equivalent width forces the Fe edge to
be about at the 90% upper, limit. It is not quite possible to rule out such
solutions on the grounds that the observed line centroid has not been shifted
down by more than N 0.2 keV, because with the column geometry the average
number of scatterings by escaping line photons is still < 1 for Ty 3 if the
column is cold or only partially ionized. It is possible to rule out a very
thick fully ionized column because the line photons scatter more than twice
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1
unacceptable low energy excess. A range of spectra are shown in Figure 3b
which are within the uncertainties of the incident spectrum inferred from the
data. Spherical shock models with Compton cooling by a low temperature (20-50
eV) blackbody component of LQg M 10 37 ergs s" 1
 (corresponding to fLBB
2 x 1034 ergs s" 1 ) are practically indistinguishable in shape. Figure 3b
includes some results for higher LBB for which the spectra are still
reasonably in agreement with the data and the predicted hard X-ray luminosity
not very much larger than observed. We discuss in Section IV.B, however, the
difficulty of matching both the flux and the spectral shape in such a model.
In these models most of the flux earn, ,
 from very close to the shock ((z-
h)/R < 0.01), so that the results are consistent with the low height of the
apparent emission region. The ratio h/R could be considerably smaller than
0.01. Then the sides of the pillbox would give a negligable further
contribution.
Is there a lower limit on the T  that are acceptable? We can use the
cold column results to put upper limits on how much low temperature component
can be included. As TI is reduced below 0.2 the amount of low temperature
component needed to produce the equivalent width by thermal emission ex^eeds
the allowed limits (see Figure 3a). (The proportional counter measurements of
an absorption edge are not as restrictive. The 90 percent lower limit on a
jump in T at 7.1 keV is - 0.05).
For T I higher than 0.7, the amount of low temperature component required
in the emitted spectrum to keep the continuum from being too flat is so great
that too much Fe line emission results. If now a contribution of unabsorbed
fljjx escaping the walls of the shock region is included, it is possible that
for 
r  
somewhat higher than 0.7 the amount of low temperature emission and the
fraction of flux viewed directly could be adjusted to give a good fit to the
r
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entire spectrum. For T. as high as 1.75, however, the Fe K absorption edge is
deeper than the limits from the data. We have not extensively explored the
loci of parameters giving acceptable fits for the upper limits to T .L . A more
detailed study of such solutions seems outside the scope of our
approximations.
In Figure 2 the ratio of contributions of the thermal to fluorescent
components of the emission feature are also shown. The approximately equal
contributions of the acceptable models are allowed by the present proportional
counter data. As seen with an energy resolution of 1 keV, the feature appears
to have a centroid a few tenths of a keV lower than that in the spectrum of SS
Cygni (Swank 1979) measured with the same detector and the same gain, but
because of sensitivity to the underlying continuum model, it is not possible
to put this in terms of limits on a mixture.
We kept track of the direction in which X-rays escaped. Figure 4a shows
the angular dependence of low energy and high energy flux for a cold column.
Similar but less extreme results obtainee, in the partially ionized case.
Figure 4b shows that the spectrum would still be harder looking nearly
parallel to the column than perpendicular to it and the flux would still be
significantly reduced within N 300 of the magnetic axis.
IV. DISCUSSION
A.	 Accretion rate and Gravitational Power
For accretion onto a white dwarf of mass M we can write the accretion
rate as
M	 T  3 T n P  Mpat- 1 Irz'GFfFt'
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T	 1/2	 1/2 1/2
= 4.5x1U16(	 ,) (—f 3 )	 ( .R,-)	 R 1	 gm s-1
2x10	 0
and the "gravitational luminosity", G41/R as
	LG = 1.2 x 1034
 (	 ) (--	 )1
 1/2	 '2
 ) - ^ 2 R1_1/2 ergs s-1 ,	 (3)
'	 2x10	 o
corresponding to
LG	 T1	 2x10-3 
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M 1/2	 -1/2
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where LE is the Eddington limit for spherically symmetric emission, and ue
1.14. LG is plotted in Figure 5a against M for the Chandrasekhar mass-radius
relation (Chandrasekhar 1957) for T1 = 0.2 0 0.3, and 0.7 with f = 2 x 10- 3 and
for TI = 0.3 with f = 2 x 10-4.
The allowed range of LG in figure 5a includes. between the T1 = 0.2 and
0.3 lines the gravitational power estimated in Rothschild et al. (1931). Our
calculations in fact confirm the basic elements of their phenomenological
fit. The albedo effect was reasonably described and the spectrum of photons
escaping the column should look like it is absorbed when compared to
unabsorbed bremsstrahlung. The method of determining the accretion rate is
quite different however, except that in both cases a thin emission region and
f — 2 x 10- 3 were assumed. In Rothschild et al. the observed hard X-ray flux
was used to deduce an average emission region density assumed to be 4 times
the pre-shock density. Here we have deduced from the spectrum what the
pre-shock density must be (for given f).
If the gravitational energy of the accreting material is the dominant
source of power, LG should equal the total emitters luminosity ascribable to
the accretion at the X-ray emitting pole. What should be taken as the various
contributions to this continues to be argued. (See also Heise et al. 1982 and
Patterson et al. 1983.) In Table 1 we list the measurement ,.:	 111 refer
R ,^ u ^: sir
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to. In Table 2 we give the luminosities based on specified model assumptions.
For the 90% confidence range of blackbody parameters fitted by Tuohy et
al. (1978) to typical high state soft X-ray data, Lb N 1033 -1035
 d2 ergs s-1s	 100
was possible. Raymond et al. (1979) found that the UV could he part of the
same component if it were a high luminosity 28 eV blackbody. However, the
measurements with the Objective Grating Spectrometer (OGS) on HEAD 2 required
	
1	
i
-for a blackbody model kT > 35 eV and NH < 6 x 1019 cm-2
 (Heise and Brinkman
1982; Heise et al. 1982). Patterson et al. (1983) emphasize that the N H	E
determinations of the HEAD 1 and HEAD 2 experiments are inconsistent and the
lower NH of the OGS would imply a relatively small correction for interstellar
absorption. The best fit blackbody NT = 46 eV, N H
	3.2 x 1019 cm-2 ) given
by Heise et al. (1982) corresponds to 6 x 1032 d1200 ergs s -1 . The soft	 ^,'
component spectrum reported by Tuohy et al. (1981) could have corresponded to
an even lower luminosity, but as pointed out by those authors, the source~
varied significantly and the data for that measurement were not representative«
of the data during the times when the higher energy detectors were collecting 	 1
it (Rothschild et al. 1981). (Similar variability appears in the HEAD 2	 aN^
data.) The contradictory values of NH could be the consequence of the
emission not being from an 'isothermal blackbody. Heise et al. (1982) point
out that if the soft X-rays and UV are not components of the same blackbody, a
temperature gradient is implied and the spectrum could be significantly
affected by radiative transfer in the atmosphere. The bolometric correction
is thus very model dependent and in the following we consider the consequences
of a range of LS.
Even for Lb as small as 6 x 1032 ergs s-1 the possible overestimate of Lr
is unimportant. Then Lr + Lu + Lh — 3.7 x 1032 d2 ergs s' 1 . The estimates
for all the components depend on angular distribution models which we know are
aI
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too simple, but averages over non-eclipse binary phases should be relatively
Insensitive to this source of error. In Table 2 the lumi posities are scaled
to the values for a source at 100 pc, This may be a high estimate, as
Schmidt, Stockman and Margon (1981) conclude d = 75*15 pc. In Figure 5a we
plot the total emitted luminos i ty estimates for Lb	 6 x 1,032 d100 ergs s-1
and for Lb = 2.1 X 1033 d2	 ergs s' 1 , each for the range 75-100 pc.
S2	 100
Unless L b is larger than 2 x 1033 ergs ;,' 1 , or unless the fraction f for
the hard X-ray emission region is smaller than the 2 x 10 -3 estimated in
Rothschild et al. (1981), L G exceeds the emitted luminosity for all white
dwarf masses above 0,0 Mo. For lower masses the shock temperature would be
too low to explain the high energy spectrum. L G
 rises as a function of M
sufficiently steeply that Ls :could have to exceed 2 x 10 33 ergs s' 1 by a
factor of several. It is not clear whether the bolometric correction and
angular dependence can account for so much. L G is also plotted for f = 2 x
10- 4 . Clearly, for a spot size much less than 2 x 10 -3 , LG
 would be
consistent with white dwarf masses > 0.6 Mo and with the observed luminosity
corresponding to small LS,
A low Lb and small spot size would be consistent with each other. if the
component is a blackbody viewed at normal incidence,
	
L b	 -4
f= 2 x 10`4
 (	 s	 ) (may) R-2 .	 (5)
2 x 10	 ergs s
Using Eq. (5),
Lb	 1/2
k	
-2 T
	 M/M	 3/2
LG = 4.0 x 1033	 (	 s	 )	 (-)	 ( - 	 (--^--° 1	 (6)
2 x 10	 ergs s`	 1
Figure 5b showsplots of L G for T.L = 0.3 and d and L S , i = 1, 2, with the
i
1
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solutions for the corresponding total luminosities. Solutions exist for
0.5<M/M0 < 1.0.
Our determination of the gravitational power from the spectrum could thus
be consistent either with low soft component luminosity if f - 2 x 10 -4 a
4 x 10- 5 or with soft component luminosity higher than 2 x 1033 ergs s -1 if
f — 2 x 10 -3.
The estimate of f - 2 x 10- 3 (Rothschild et al. 1981) depended on the
inclination angle of the orbit(i), the orientation of the magnetic dipole with
respect to the rotation axis (8m ), the har p! X-ray eclipse profile, in
particular the phase interval 
e^L 
of significant obscuratioo, and an implicit
assumption of an unobscured emission cylinder subtending an
ang le  2a. a	 2r was Lh e sol ution of
cos 7A¢L A cot l cot em
	
sin i asin 6	 (7)
t
I
i
'4
The fan beam distribution caused by the accretion column would make the
eclipse profile insensitive to disappearance of the far side of the spot over
the horizon, that is, to an underestimate of the relevant 
"L 
in Eq. (7). The
neglect of this effect by Rothschild et al. should have led to an
underestimate of f. Their choices of i and e m and recent determinations from
low and high state data (Brainerd and Lamb 1983; Barrett and Chanmugam 1984)
all differ a little. The differences do not imply more than a factor of 4 in
f for given "L in Eq. (7). However, the differences in i and em do imply
uncertainty in the determinations (which have so far neglected the finiteness
of the spot size).
B.	 The Distribution of Power
If the accreting gas forms a high temperature sl
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is cooled by cyclotron and bremsstrahlung radiation plus Compton scattering of
the flux reprocessed into soft X-ray and UV photons, then these cooling rates
should also sum to the gravitational power. In our calculations, the
fraction n of the luminosity produced in the emission region which escaped as
F.
hard X-rays (> 1 keV) was 0.4-0.5. The implied bremsstrahlung production is
then < 6.25 x 1032
 d2	ergs s` 1 . If a similar factor applies to the
cyclotron production, the direct cooling would be about 1 x 10 33 d100 ergs
.f	
s'1. Part of this, < 6 x 1032 4100 ergs s
- 1 would be reprocessed and
fi
contribute to Compton cooling of the gas. The exact Compton cooling was not
calculated in our model. However, the calculations for spherically symmetric
models (Kylafis and Lamb 1982) and for a totally ionized column (Imamura and
Durisen 1983) should give upper limits. In their models the contributions
ranged from negligable to about equal to the reprocessed flux. For modest
accretion rates and f M 10 -3 - 10-4 , values for the ionized column
Mere < 30%. Thus the total cooling rate would be < 1.3 x 10 33 d200 ergs
S' 1 . From Figure 5b we see that the solutions corresponding to f determiner)
by a soft component of only 6 x 1032 d200 ergs s' 1 are approximately
consistent for Compton cooling relatively unimportant. For the solutions
corresponding to L^ , 2 x 1033 d100 ergs s' 1 , the total cooling rates deduced
are factors of — 2 below L G . Thus if the soot size is correctly indicated by
interpreting the soft X-rays as blackbody emission, it is required to be very
small for a consistent solution.
There are additional considerations to take into account in evaluating
the consistency of possible choices of f and LS. 	 When the spot size is very
small, the shape of the emission region may not be thin and flat and a
significant fraction of the radiation may be escaping from the sides of the
shock region without scattering in the column or the white dwarf. The shock
14P	 ^.
rr. '
)
x
t
t
A.. "v
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heights of spherically symmetric cases with corresponding accretion
luminosities can be interpolated from Table 4 in Kylafis and Lamb (1982) and
should be lower limits for the funnel geometry (Imamura and Durisen 1983).
For the range of solutions under consideration 0.02 < h/R c	0.4. Figure 2
Indicates that a value of 0.1 significantly alters the spectrum. For
h/Rc >0.1 we were not able to simultaneously fit, for our grid of Ti., (1)
the flat continuum, (2) the Fe emission equivalent width and (3) the Fe K
absorption edge. As pointed out in Section III, we did not rule out a
solution with Tl - 1.0. The solutions for TI ^•0.3-1.0 (for which M/Mo w 0.6
- 0.8) have L G/fL E > 0.2, however, so that radiation pressure, which we have
neglected could affect the results.
The possibility raised by Tuohy at al: 11 1978) thatthe soft component
luminosity could be very large led to consideration of nuclear burning of the
accreted hydrogen-rich material, since it offered a potentially large
luminosity of low energy flux to Compton cool the shock (Katz 1977; Weast et
al. 1979; Fabbiano et al. 1981). Our results for the accretion rate could be
consistent with an allowed range for steady hydrogen burning (Paczynski and
Zytkow 1978; Fujimoto 1982), when scaled to a fraction of the surface. Fig.
5a shows the accretion luminosity, scaled to f = 2 x 10- 3 , corresponding to
the minimum stable burning rate for which the white dwarf has not appreciably
expanded (Fujimoto 1982). However the - 2 x 10 7 gauss magnetic field of AM
Her (Schmidt, Stockman and Margon 1981; Latham, Liebert and Steiner 1981;
Young, Schneider and Shectman 1981), while it can confine an accretion shock,
cannot confine gas at the densities and temperatures at which it burns (see
Fujimoto 1982). Thus the burning accreted material would spread around the
white dwarf and not be confined to a spot. Further, the effective rate of
accretion would then probably be in the range of unstable burning (Paczynski
3. a
J
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and Zytkow 1978; Fujimoto 1982; Papaloizou, Pringle and MacDonald 1981;
Fujimoto and Truran 1982).
It seems unlikely that Compton cooling by 4ay large extra soft flux is
the dominant mechanism for transferring the energy. The energy of the
observed Fe emission rules out situations with large optical depths to
scattering that would lead to a build up of radiation density in the shock
region. Without such a build-up the efficiency is low (Compton cooling N 0.05
Lsoft) for the soft flux to cool the shocked gas and blackbody luminosities at
least - 1038 ergs s"1 are needed 'to leave the low observed hard X-ray
luminosity. As Kylafis and Lamb (1982) pointed out, Compton cooling severely
steepens the spectrum. (The shock model solutions in Fig. 3b already err in
the direction of being too steep.) The white dwarf mass must be high for the
spectrum to have a significant high temperature component. Then the implied
accretion rates are so high that the shock cannot be Compton-cooled for any
blackbody luminosity below the Eddington limit.
We have only investigated uniform steady accretion. Roth the soft and
hard X-rays are variable (Tuohy et al. 1980; Swank 1979; Heise et al. 1982),
and unstable accretion may indicate spatial inhomogeneity as well as
non-steady state conditions. An apparently low efficiency for bremsstrahlung,
and high ratio of soft to hard luminosity and arguments against nuclear
burning have prompted suggestions that the energy could he deposited in the
white dwarf atmosphere directly (Frank, King and Lasota 1982; Kuijpers and
Pringle 1982), although the specific mechanisms may not work (Lamb 1983).
Kuijpers and Pringle have suggested that the protons can be stopped below the
white dwarf surface and their energy radiated without formation of a shock.
They estimate that instabilities may cause a clumpy distribution across the
rt
b
column with part of the accreting material forming (unstable) shocks at any
22
one time.	 The hard X-ray emission would then be a function of the fraction of
the accretion participating in a shock solution while tranefer through all
r
the	 Ij
accreting material would affect the spectrum.
C.	 2A0311.227
z
The spectrum of AM Her is different from that of the other known X-ray
bright "polar" or AM Her object 2A0311-227. The spectrum of the latter (White	 ri,
1981) can be fitted with kT = 18 keV. The Fe feature is of an intensity and
energy consistent with thermal emission (see Figure 2). There is no large low
energy cutoff indicating non-interstellar absorption except for N 0,1 of the
orbit during an absorption event which White (1981) interpreted as caused by
looking through the accretion column. A lower white dwarf mass or a lower
accretion rate would produce a _higher shock ; so that a lar ger fraction of the
emission may escape the sides of the shock region without having to traverse
material above the shock. A higher shock would also imply that albedo from
the white dwarf would be less important.
The angular dependence in Figure 4 shows that absorption dips do not
requi-- she line of sight to actually pass down the column, although the
complete eclipse of the lowest energies in the case of 2AO311-227 (Patterson,
Williams and Hiitner 1981) suggests it may occur. For the configuration for
AM Her the angle between observer and magnetic axis varies between 40 0 and
900 . In that case little angular dependence of the uneclipsed flux is to be
expected (and the viewing angle cannot be the explanation of the low
bremsstrahlung flux). The light curve of 2AO311-227 does not however look
like Figure 4c, although it has been supposed that the angle varies between 00
and 900. The dip occurs during a broader peak of emission. Possibly the
maximum angle exceeds 900 and part of the emission region is behind the white
dwarf during the lower, but unabsorbed part of the light curve.
x
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D.	 Structure of the Emission Feature
Our prediction that acceptable models of the AM Her spectrum will include
significant thermal and fluorescent components could be tested with moderate
energy resolution experiments presently possible, The gas scintillation
proportional counters, with N 10% resolution at 7 keV, on EXOSAT and TENMA
could in principle distinguish fluorescent and thermal complexes, although All
Herds a weak source (continuum - 0.0013 photons cm-2 s-1 keV- 1 at N 6.5 keV,
total line flux - 0.0011 photons cm- 2 s- 1 ) and the measurements will be
background limited. The low background solid state detector and telescope
experiment described by Serlemitsos (1982) with 200 eV or 3% resolution at 7
keV would give in a 2000 s observation a better than 20 sigma measure of
either component accounting for 1/2 of the total feature. With 200 eV
resolution, broadening and energy shifts on the order of 100 eV would also be
measurable.
V. CONCLUSIONS
It is clear that the Fe emission equivalent width observed in the
spectrum of AM Her can be explained without; resorting to an over-abundance of
Fe in the accreting material. For suf° r;cient optical depth T
.L 
across the
accretion column equivalent widths of K a emission can be obtained even larger
than the observed 0.810.1 keV (Figure 2). When we constrain the model to
match the continuum as well, we conclude that probably part of the emission
feature is thermal from gas with kT in the range 2-10 keV, but still we
require T  > 0.2. The reasons were summarized in Figure 3. For T1 large
enough to give the equivalent width solely through fluorescence excited
by - 30 keV bremsstrahlung the spectra are too absorbed (Figure 3c).
For T y < 0.2, so much-of the emission feature must have a thermal origin that
the continua are too steep (Figure 3a). For 0.2 < T < 0.7 both constraints
can be acceptably met (Figure 3b). The mix of temperatures <„ 10 keV and as
high as 00 keV can be achieved in spherically symmetric shock models, which
can be taken to be examples, even if their detailed structure is not correct.
These results imply for a uniform accretion column over a fraction f of
the white dwarfs surface a lower limit to the accretion rate and the rate at
which gravitational energy needs to be disposed of. For the f N 2 x 10-3
implied by the eclipses during the measurement of the hard X-ray spectrum and
Chanmugam and Wagner's interpretation of the high state optical polarization,
this gravitational luminosity significantly exceeds the hard X-ray and
cyclotron luminosity for a white dwarf with M > 0.7 M o . A lower limit on the
blackbody luminosity is implied. At least this amount would need to be
Gxtr,act.e l from the accreting cla-s_ Muclear burning does not appear to be acnvi uvvv-•r o 	 ^....._
viable solution because it would not stay localized below the column. For the
f < 2 x 10`" 4
 deduced from interpreting the soft X-rays as the Wien tail of a
blackboky viewed at normal incidence with absorption by a minimal interstellar
column density, the gravitational luminosity would be consistent with the
shock models. The solutions acceptable from this point of view are on the
edge of the range of validity of our approach, characterized by relatively
high shock heights or high radiation densities. Further theoretical work in
several areas seems warranted: (1) the nature of the flow and the spectra for
very small spot sizes; (2) the expected spectrum and angular distribution of
the soft X-rays; (3) sensitivity to assumptions in the determinations of the
orbital and dipole inclinations; R) accretion regimes in which the flow is
unstable; (5) more accurate ionization structure in the accretion column.
Because the emission region must be looked at through the accretion
column, fluorescent contributions do not scale with a solid angle subtended by
the fluorescing material. Pravdo (1979) concluded that thermal emission must
24
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contribute because fluorescence off a surface could not explain so large an
equivalent width. However, it can if the direct flux is hidden, and the
column hides the emission region from direct view. On the other hand
Rothschild et al. (1981) discounted a thermal contribution because of no
apparent low temperature continuum. The column can also hide that.
It might at first seem that if there were a larger abundance of Fe, the
required T would be lower and the luminosity discrepancy alleviated. But the
line emission, the depth of the Fe K a
 absorption edge and the lower energy
^l
spectrum must be considered together and T y
 lower by a factor of 10 would
entail a low energy excess even if the column is cold. 	 {
It will be possible with experiments presently envisioned to accurately
determine the ratio of the thermal to fluorescent components of the Fe	 1
emission features in sources like AM Her and 2A0311-227. The shape and
distortion of the fluorescent component would more accurately determine T i. and	 41
then determination of even the average energy of the thermal component would
constrain the temperature distribution in the emission region. Such 	 i
measurements would be possible on other AM Her objects a factor of 10 less	 e
e
intense, which would be below the sensi tivity limit  of hi!'h energy, experiments
for measuring a shock temperature from the continuum.
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TABLE 1s OBSERVED FLUXES FROM THE X-RAY BRIGHT POLE
BAND	 NOTATION	 20 - 10 ergs cm- 2s- 1 	REF. AND NOTE
r	 3.5u1n - 4500 A Fr < 2.6 122
11	 1150 A - 3400 A Fu 1.3 3,4
S
	
0.17 keV - 0.6 keV Fs 8 6,6a
to	 11 1.3 6b
0.13 keV - 0.28 keV it 6.9 7
h	 0.5 keV - 150 keV Fh 4.1 8,9
}
t
l
6	 +
1..
^c; q
14..^a
F
x
k
1. SttocM1mane t.a l. 19//.
2. Priedhorsky et al. 1978. Integral, estimated from spectrum at maximum,
includes contribution of red star.
3. Raymond et al. 1979. Integral of component a v2.
4. Tanzi et al. 1980.
5. Tuohy et al. 1978. Typical non-ecli,.,e 1977 value.
6. Tuohy et al. 1981. (a) Peak 1978 value. (b) Value during short interval
when spectral data was accumulated.
7. Heise et al. 1982. Averaged over variable flux and spectrum.
8. Rothschild et al. 1981. 1977 and 1978 values.
9. Swank and Szkody 1984.
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TABLE 2. ESTIMATED LUMINOSITIES OF X-RAY BRIGHT POLE
BAND ASSUMPTION* 1032 ergs s"1 d100
r Lr N ff d2 F r 0.8
u Lu - n d2
 F u 0.4
Lu N ^d2 FU 0.6
3
(kV)
s Ls N d2 F s 2.4
Lb r d2 Fs 16
^r d2 Fs 2 20
h Lh 21 d2 Fh 2.5
^' Optically thick surface, normal to line of sight, assumed for r, u, and
s. Emissivity independent of angle assumed for h. Superscript b refers
to bolometric quantity, corrected for interstellar absorption and limited
„energy coverage.
* 
d1OO _ (d/100 pc) for a source distance d.
1,. No deviation from the Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum has been reported up to 10
eV.
2. Best blackbody fit for kT = 46 eV, N H = 3.2 x 1019 cm-2 (Heise et al.
1982).
3. kT = 40 eV, NH
 - 2 x 1020 cm- 2 blackbody fit (Tuohy et al. 1978).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 - The accretion column used in the calculations.
Figure 2 (lower) - Total equivalont width of thermal plus fluorescent
Fe K a emission versus the Thomsoii optical depth across a diameter of the
accretion column ,lust above the shock. Results are shown for a "cold"
column (squares) in which only H and He are assumed ionized and for a
"partially ionized" column (circles) for a 30 keV bremsstrahlung emission
f	 spectrum. Filled symbols denote a continuum approximating the data; F
denotes that it is too flat, S too steep. Filled symbols enclosed in
z	 11...  	 n 4 u^l nn wn dthe when 1 ^9 f the emittedopen ones are the observed : equ i vu ens n I v^ a ..^,^:^^ 	 a o^	
-" J
X-rays are assumed to be viewed directly out the sides of a shock region
of finite height. Triangles are results assuming a lower temperature
component (5 keV) in the emission spectrum with the relative fraction
indicated as a superscript.
(upper) - Ratio of thermal to fluorescent components. Bars denote a
range possible for acceptable models.
Figure 3 - Continua for selected emission spectra for TI too small (a), in
•	 an acceptable range (b) and too large (c). The heavy lino (---^)
P j	 indicates the observed spectrum (averaged over nonec'lipse phases). (a)
and (b) show results for 2 temperature models ( 	 ) and spectra
generated in spherically symmetric shock models ( ­ 	 ). The former are,
I
in (a) for Ty = 0.15, x = 0.5 and in (b) for Tl - 0.2, x = M
and T1 0.7, x = 0.2. The latter are, in (a) for M 1 = 1.2, L/fLE = 0.025,
LBB	 4 x 1037 , 
Tj_ 
= 0.15 and for M1 = 1.0, L/fLE	0.014, LBB _ 4 x
I
1037 , TI = 0.1, both for a cold column; i n (b) for M1
	
1.3 0
 L/fLE =
O A 3, Lg0
 = 7 x 1037 , and T, = 0.3 for both cold (lower) and partially
ionized columns (upper). In (c) the albedo is also shown for 30 keV
bremsstrahlung. The two T 1 = 3 curves are for a cold (lower) and
partially ionized column (upper).
Figure 4 - (a) "Light" curves as a function of angle between a cold
accretion column `and observer for the 1-4 keV and the 4-60 keV flux with
the hardness ratio. (b) Spectra that would be observed averaged over 200
ar.gles for a 2 temperature emission spectrum and a partially ionized
column. The same trend is seen as for a cold column.
Figure 5(a) - Gravitational power available implied by T l = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.7
for column cross section f = 2 x 10- 3 of white dwarf surface area
and r. = 0.3 for f = 2 x 10- 4 . ( --- ) LG corresponding to a high
accretion rate range in which steady nuclear burning could occur if
scaled to the fraction f = 2 x 10- 3 of the surface. The horizontal
shaded areas indicate Lh + Lr + LS for a distance between 75 and 100
pc. The lower range is for L s1 = 6 x 1032 d100 and the upper for Ls 2 =2
x 1033 d100 in ergs s- 1 . (b) LG as .a function of white,dwarf_mass if f
is determined from LS , assuming a face-on blackbody emission surface
and -c l = 0.3. Solutions for which L h + Lr + LS = LG are indicated.
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